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The 001-ARXConfig practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The 001-ARXConfig Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The 001-ARXConfig exam is very challenging, but with our 001-ARXConfig questions and answers practice e
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the 001-ARXConfig exam on your FIRST TRY!
F5-Networks 001-ARXConfig Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for 001-ARXConfig exam
- Try a demo before buying any F5-Networks exam
- 001-ARXConfig questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified 001-ARXConfig answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- 001-ARXConfig tested and verified before publishing
- 001-ARXConfig examcollection vce questions with exhibits
- 001-ARXConfig same questions as real exam with multiple choice options

Acquiring F5-Networks certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like 001-ARXConfig exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task
This 001-ARXConfig test is an important part of F5-Networks certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The 001-ARXConfig exam is essential and core part of F5-Networks certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real 001-ARXConfig Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your F5-Networks 001-ARXConfig Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your 001-AR
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QUESTION: 1
Which steps have to be completed to enable authentication via NTLM? (Choose three.)

A. Configure AD forest
B. Join the cifs service to the domain
C. Join the global server to the domain
D. Configure NTLM authentication servers
E. Install ARX Secure Agent (ASA) on a DC
F. Add NTLM authentication servers to the namespace

Answer: D, E, F

QUESTION: 2.
When a metadata rebuild is in progress, which of the following is true?

A. A file can be accessed while the rebuild is in progress.
B. All files are locked until the metadata rebuild is complete.
C. Rebuilds will always complete within a specified time window.
D. Metadata rebuilds are performed using cached metalog entries.
E. ARXs cannot operate in a redundant pair while the rebuild is in progress.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 3.
Virtual IP (VIP) addresses are used

A. for monitoring clients.
B. for client connections.
C. to monitor back end connections.
D. for back end file server connections.
E. for management of configuration changes.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 4.
Proxy IP addresses are used

A. for monitoring clients.
B. for client connections.
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C. for back end file server connections.
D. for management of configuration changes.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 5.
Client requests that do not require modifications to metadata are handled primarily on
the

A. data path.
B. DNAS path.
C. global path.
D. control path.
E. management path.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 6.
Which statement is true regarding the differences between InBand Management and
OutofBand Management addresses?

A. The subnet of InBand addresses and OutofBand addresses is not restricted in any
way.
B. Neither InBand addresses nor OutofBand addresses are allowed to be on the same
subnet as Proxy and/or VIP addresses.
C. Both InBand and OutofBand Management addresses must be on the same subnet as
VIP and/or Proxy addresses.
D. InBand addresses must be on the same subnet as Proxy and/or VIP addresses while
OutofBand addresses must not be on the VIP and/or Proxy subnets.
E. OutofBand addresses must be on the same subnet as Proxy and/or VIP addresses
while InBand addresses must not be on the VIP and/or Proxy subnets.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 7.
Which of the following is NOT configured in the initial interview?

A. Master key
B. System password
C. InBand Management address
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